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On   the   night   of   December   20th,   Jeremy   Johnson,   the   owner   of   a   prestigious   jewelry   
store,   Jeremy’s   Jewels,   turned   off   the   lights   and   locked   the   front   door   of   the   store.   He   got   into   
his   car   and   drove   home,   looking   forward   to   a   warm   mug   of   hot   chocolate   and   marshmallows.   
Little   did   Jeremy   know   that   someone   broke   in   and   stole   a   2   carat   diamond   valued   at   $50,000.   
The   news   would   not   have   been   known   to   him   until   the   next   morning,   when   he   opened   the   store   
and   saw   shattered   glass   and   the   missing   diamond.   

  
Jeremy   quickly   called   the   proper   authorities   to   investigate   the   scene.   When   they   arrived,   

they   found   powders,   mixtures,   liquids,   and   metals.   Additionally,   they   found   samples   of   plastics,   
fibers,   hairs,   DNA,   blood,   fingerprints,   shoe   prints,   and   a   note   that   said,   “It’s   mine   now,   you’ll   
never   catch   me!”   
  

This   is   the   list   of   possible   culprits:   
  

Janice   Johnson    (she/hers):   Janice   is   Jeremy’s   wife   of   3   years.   After   talking   to   Janice,   
investigators   learned   a   couple   of   things   about   her.   Janice   loves   working   with   animals,   and   has   
been   hired   by   the   local   animal   shelter   to   look   after   both   cats   and   dogs.   While   being   interviewed,   
she   said   that   she   recently   experienced   both   heartburn   and   indigestion.   Janice   wears   cotton   and   
polyester   clothing   because   “they   are   the   most   comfortable   materials.”   Janice   says   that   she   
ordered   take-out   food   yesterday   instead   of   cooking   her   own   because   she   and   Jeremy   got   into   a   
very   big   argument   about   how   Jeremy’s   store   isn’t   making   as   much   money   as   it   used   to.   Janice   
has   type   A-   blood.   
  

Josh   Jenkins    (he/his):   Josh   is   a   construction   worker   at   the   local   construction   company,   and   is   
usually   seen   outside   overseeing   the   construction   of   a   new   building.   Even   though   Josh   is   
Jeremy’s   best   friend,   Jeremy   often   teases   Josh   about   how   he   earns   so   little   money.   Since   he   is   
helping   to   make   a   building,   he   was   carrying   some   pipes   as   well   as   some   carpet   backing   to   the   
site   for   future   use.   Additionally,   he   was   bringing   plexiglass   to   the   site   for   making   windows.   Josh   
Jenkins   only   wears   spandex   because   he   says   that   it   is   the   most   durable   and   flexible   fiber.   Josh   
has   recently   been   addicted   to   salt   and   vinegar   chips,   and   has   even   been   seen   sharing   them  
with   his   15-month   old   golden   retriever,   Jameson.   Josh   has   type   AB+   blood.   
  

Judy   Jacobs    (she/hers):   Judy,   who   recently   contracted   scorbutus,   owns   a   store   across   the   
street   from   Jeremy’s   Jewels,   and   despises   Jeremy   for   ”taking   all   her   customers.”   Judy   says   that   
her   store   sells   all   sorts   of   things.   From   magnets,   kitchen   utensils,   and   hand   warmers,   to   
tupperware   containers,   cleaning   supplies,   and   food,   you   can   find   a   lot   in   her   store.   Judy’s   food   
is   very   delicious   according   to   local   residents,   who   say   that   her   bread,   Jell-O,   and   hard   candy   are   
worth   a   visit   if   you’re   passing   by.   Judy   wears   the   finest   silk   clothes,   and   is   called   a   crazy   cat   lady   
for   owning   5   cats.   Judy   has   type   B+   blood.   
  

Jeremiah   Jackson    (he/his):   Jeremiah   is   a   felon   who   has   recently   been   released   from   prison,   
and   is   on   parole.   Jeremiah   was   recently   hired   at   Jeremy’s   Jewels   as   a   cleaning   man,   but   is   
known   to   spill   his   supplies   all   over   himself.   Besides   cleaning,   Jeremiah   likes   to   make   music   
using   metal   cans.   Jeremiah   enjoys   making   oobleck,   a   non-newtonian   fluid   which   is   frankly   quite   
messy.   Jeremiah   loves   sweets,   and   usually   persuades   Judy   to   give   him   some   in   exchange   for   
cleaning   her   store.   Jeremiah   does   not   have   any   pets,   wears   anything    but    cotton/linen,   and   has   
type   O-   blood.   
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Part   1   -   Qualitative   Analysis   
Part   1A   -   Powders   and   Mixtures   

All   of   the   following   unknowns   were   found   at   the   crime   scene.   Unfortunately,   it   rained   when   the   
result   papers   came   back,   so   some   of   the   information   regarding   the   test   results   was   deemed   
illegible.   However,   you   should   still   be   able   to   identify   the   unknowns.   

  
The   number   in   parentheses   indicates   the   number   of   unknowns   in   the   powder   
  

  
1.   What   is   the   identity   of   Powder   A?   (3   points)   
  

2.   What   is   the   identity   of   Powder   B?   (3   points)     
  

3.   What   is   the   identity   of   Powder   C?   (3   points)   
  

4.   What   is   the   identity   of   Powder   D?   (3   points)   
  

5.   What   is   the   identity   of   Powder   E?   (3   points)     
  

6.   What   is   the   identity   of   Powder   F?   (3   points)   
  

7.   What   is   the   identity   of   Powder   G?   (3   points)   
  

8.   What   is   the   identity   of   Mixture   H?   (6   points)     
  

9.   What   is   the   identity   of   Mixture   I?   (6   points)   
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  H2O   pH   HCl   Iodine   Observations   

Powder   A   (1)   Dissolves   8   NR   NR     

Powder   B   (1)     7   NR   NR   Regular,   crystalline   cubes   

Powder   C   (1)   Dissolves   8   Fizz  NR     

Powder   D   (1)   NR     NR     Crystalline.   When   testing   in   water,   it   
makes   a   gritty   sound   when   stirred   

Powder   E   (1)   NR   6     Black   An   off-white,   smooth   powder   

Powder   F   (1)     6.5   Fizz  Fizz     

Powder   G   (1)   NR   7     NR   Small,   tan   balls   

Mixture   H   (2)   NR   7.5   Fizz  Black   White,   clumpy   powder   

Mixture   I   (2)   Swell+Dissolve   6.5     NR   Completely   crystalline,   however   the   
mixture   is   completely   irregular   



Part   1B   -   Liquids   

There   were   4   liquids   found   at   the   crime   scene.   As   before,   the   rain   ruined   the   test   results   sheet.   
You   should   still   be   able   to   identify   the   liquids   found   at   the   crime   scene.   

  
10.   What   is   the   identity   of   Liquid   J?   (3   points)   
  

11.   What   is   the   identity   of   Liquid   K?   (3   points)   
  

12.   What   is   the   identity   of   Liquid   L?   (3   points)   
  

13.   What   is   the   identity   of   Liquid   M?   (3   points)     
  

Part   1C   -   Metals   

Samples   of   metal   were   also   found   at   the   crime   scene.   Identify   them   and   list   who   (if   anyone)   they   
implicate.   

  
14.   What   is   the   identity   of   Metal   N?   (3   points)   

    
15.   What   is   the   identity   of   Metal   O?   (3   points)   
  

16.   What   is   the   identity   of   Metal   P?   (3   points)   
  

17.   What   is   the   identity   of   Metal   Q?   (3   points)     
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  pH   Smell   Observations   

Liquid   J   2     Clear   

Liquid   K     None   Investigators   accidentally   spilled   their   iodine   that   was   used   
to   test   powders   into   Liquid   B.   After   a   minute,   they   noticed   
bubbling.   

Liquid   L   11     Clear   

Liquid   M   6   Nail   polish     

  HCl   Color/Luster   Other   Observations   

Metal   N   Delayed   fizz   Silver;   shiny     

Metal   O   Fizz   Silver;   shiny   Not   magnetic   

Metal   P     Silver;   shiny   Density   of   2.7   g/ ㎤   

Metal   Q   Fizz     Magnetic,   and   has   a   density   of   7.9   g/ ㎤   



Part   1D   -   Unrelated   to   the   Crime   

18.   Baking   Soda   fizzes   with   Hydrochloric   Acid.   
a) What   gas   are   the   bubbles   in   this   reaction   made   of?   (1   point)   
b) What   are   the   two   other   products   of   this   reaction?   (2   points)   
c) Give   the   chemical   formula   AND   chemical   nomenclature   of   baking   soda.   (3   points)   

  
19.   You   may   know   that   some   powders   in   Crime   Busters   turn   blue/black   in   the   presence   of   
iodine.   

a) Which   Crime   Busters   powders   turn   black   in   iodine?   (2   points)   
b) Why?   (3   points)   

  
20.   Which   Crime   Busters   powder   has   a   cubic   structure,   and   why?   (3   points)   
  

21.   List   3   uses   of   Powder   A.   (3   points)   
  

22.   Why   are   some   powders   in   Crime   Busters   soluble   in   water,   where   others   are   not?   (2   points)   
  

23.   Ammonia   is   a(n)    (acidic/basic)    liquid.   Vinegar   is   a(n)    (acidic/basic)    liquid.   (2   points)   
  

For   the   following   3   questions,   assume   everything   is   at   25℃.   
24.   What   is   the   concentration   of   hydrogen   ions   in   ammonia?   Show   work.   (2   points)   
25.   What   is   the   concentration   of   hydroxide   ions   in   rubbing   alcohol?   Show   work.   (2   points)   
26.   Does   ammonia   have   more   or   less   hydrogen   ions   than   rubbing   alcohol?   By   what   factor?   (2   
points)   
  

27.   Hydrogen   Peroxide   is   often   used   as   a   bleaching   agent   and   antiseptic.     
a) What   is   the   chemical   formula   of   hydrogen   peroxide?   (1   point)   
b) What   two   substances   does   hydrogen   peroxide   break   down   into   over   time?   (2   points)   

  
28.   What   color   might   lemon   juice   turn   pH   paper?   (1   point)   
  

29.   According   to   the   periodic   table,   iron,   copper,   and   zinc   are   classified   as   what?   (2   points)   
  

30.   Which   Crime   Busters   metal   is   magnetic?   Why?   (4   points)  
  

31.   What   is   the   chemical   formula   of   aluminum’s   oxide   layer?   (2   points)   
  

32.   When   iron   reacts   with   oxygen,   it   forms   a   red   powder,   commonly   known   as   what?   (1   point)   
  

33.   When   hydrochloric   acid   is   added   to   iron,   it   forms   _____   gas   and   this   is   known   as   a   _____   
replacement   reaction.   (3   points)   
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Part   2   -   Natural   and   Man-made   Substances   
Part   2A   -   Hairs   

The   following   hairs   were   found   at   the   crime   scene.   Identify   them   using   either   human,   cat   or   dog.   
  

  
34.   What   is   the   identity   of   Hair   R?   (2   points)   
    
35.   What   is   the   identity   of   Hair   S?   (2   points)   
  

36.   What   is   the   identity   of   Hair   T?   (2   points)   
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Hair   R   

  

Hair   S   

  

Hair   T   

  



  
Part   2B   -   Fibers   

The   following   fibers   were   found   at   the   crime   scene.   Identify   them   using   either   animal,   vegetable,   
or   synthetic.   
  
  

  
37.   What   is   the   identity   of   Fiber   U?   (2   points)   
  

38.   What   is   the   identity   of   Fiber   V?   (2   points)   
    

39.   What   is   the   identity   of   Fiber   W?   (2   points)   
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Fiber   U   Burn   test:   Self-extinguishing,   melts,   has   an   orange,   sputtery   flame,   leaves   a   bead. 

  

Fiber   V   Burn   test:   Shrinks   away   from   flame,   melts   and   burns,   has   a   chemical   smell. 

  

Fiber   W   Burn   test:   Self-extinguishing,   leaves   a   soft   grey   ash,   smells   like   burning   feathers.  

  



Part   2C   -   Plastics   

The   following   plastics   were   found   at   the   crime   scene.   Please   identify   them   using   their   
abbreviation.   
  
  

  
40.   What   is   the   identity   of   Plastic   X?   (2   points)   
    

41.   What   is   the   identity   of   Plastic   Y?   (2   points)   
  

42.   What   is   the   identity   of   Plastic   Z?   (2   points)   
  

Part   2D   -   Unrelated   to   the   Crime   

43.   Take   a   look   at   the   picture   of   Hair   R.   What   part   of   the   hair   is   being   shown?   (1   point)   
44.   Around   how   many   hairs   on   the   human   head?   How   many   do   we   lose   each   day?   (Give   a   
number   in   the   range   for   both)   (2   points)   
45.   In   which   layer   is   pigment   in   hair   located?   What   is   this   pigment   called?   (2   points)   
46.   List   the   4   stages   of   the   hair   cycle.   (2   points)   
47.   What   part   of   hair   must   be   included   in   a   sample   for   it   to   be   considered   individual   evidence?   
(1   point)   
48.   The   medullary   index   of   a   hair   sample   is   0.27.   Is   it   human   or   animal   hair?   (1   point)   
49.   What   type   of   fiber   is   commonly   used   in   those   stretchy   swim   suits?   (1   point)   
50.   What   are   the   proteins   that   make   up   silk?   (1   point)   
51.   Give   two   reasons   why   PVC   pipes   are   used   more   than   iron   pipes.   (2   points)   
52.   What   is   the   full   name   and   recycling   code   of   PS?   (1   point)   
53.   Distinguish   between   a   condensation   polymer   and   an   addition   polymer.   Is   Polyethylene   
Terephthalate   a   condensation   or   addition   polymer?   (2   points)   
54.   What   type   of   plastic   is   commonly   used   in   plastic   grocery   bags?   (abbreviation)   (1   point)     
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  Water   10%   NaCl   Saturated   NaCl   46%   Isopropyl   
Alcohol   

Oil   Burn   Test   

Plastic   X   Sink   Sink   Float   Sink   Sink   Blue,   yellow-tipped   
flame.   Drips.   

Plastic   Y   Sink   Sink   Sink   Sink   Sink   Yellow   flame,   drips,   
smells   pungent.   

Plastic   Z   Float   Float   Float   Float   Float   Blue,   yellow-tipped   
flame.   Smells   sweet.   



Part   3   -   Paper   Chromatography   
Part   3A   -   Crime   Scene   Chromatography   

The   note   at   the   crime   scene   was   used   to   determine   who’s   pen   wrote   the   note.   Police   collected   
samples   of   each   of   the   suspects’   pens   and   created   a   chromatogram   for   each   of   them,   as   well   as   
one   for   the   note   at   the   crime   scene.   
  

Jeremy’s   pen   is   marked   as   A,   Janice’s   as   B,   Josh’s   as   C,   Judy’s   as   D,   and   Jeremiah’s   as   E.   The   
chromatography   for   the   ink   at   the   crime   scene   is   marked   by   a   “?”   mark.   
Please   note   that   Jeremy   is   not   a   suspect,   but   could   have   likely   contaminated   the   crime   scene.   
  

  
55.   Whose   pen   was   used   to   write   the   note   at   the   crime   scene?   (5   points)   
  

Part   3B   -   Unrelated   to   the   Crime   

56.   In   paper   chromatography,   which   part   is   the   stationary   phase?   Which   is   the   mobile   phase?   (2   
points)   
57.   The   ink   on   the   paper   is   known   as   what?   (1   point)   

a) Front   
b) Filter   
c) Solvent   
d) Solute   

58.   What   type   of   chromatography   uses   silica   gel   instead   of   filter   paper?   (2   points)   
59.   This   type   of   chromatography   (Question   58)   is   used   to   separate   _____   mixtures.   (2   point)   
60.   Would   a   permanent   marker   work   in   paper   chromatography?   Why?   What   could   be   used   
instead?   (3   points)     
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Part   4   -   Crime   Scene   Physical   Evidence   
Part   4A   -   DNA   

Two   DNA   samples   were   collected   at   the   crime   scene:   One   on   the   door   knob,   and   one   near   the   
broken   glass   case.   
  

Jeremy’s   DNA   is   marked   as   A,   Janice’s   as   B,   Josh’s   as   C,   Judy’s   as   D,   and   Jeremiah’s   as   E.   
Sample   X   was   found   on   the   doorknob,   and   Sample   Y   was   found   near   the   shattered   glass.   
Please   note   that   Jeremy   is   not   a   suspect,   but   could   have   likely   contaminated   the   crime   scene.   

  

  
  

61.   Whose   DNA   was   found   on   the   doorknob?   (2   points)   
62.   Whose   DNA   was   found   near   the   shattered   glass?   (2   points)   
  

Part   4B   -   Blood   

A   sample   of   blood   was   found   at   the   crime   scene,   so   investigators   collected   it   and   performed   
agglutination   tests.   The   test   result   looked   like   the   picture   below.   
  

  
63.   What   blood   type   was   found   at   the   crime   scene?   (3   points)   
64.   Whose   blood   was   at   the   crime   scene?   (3   points)     
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Part   4C   -   Fingerprints   

Two   fingerprint   samples   from   each   of   the   four   suspects   were   collected.   Investigators   decided   to   
look   around   the   crime   scene,   and   discovered   two   fingerprints.   One   on   the   bathroom   door   and   
one   near   the   broken   glass.   
  

Fingerprint   X   was   found   on   the   bathroom   door,   Fingerprint   Y   was   found   near   the   broken   glass.   
  

Janice’s   fingerprints:   Josh’s   fingerprints:   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Judy’s   fingerprints:   Jeremiah’s   fingerprints:   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Fingerprint   X:   Fingerprint   Y:   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

65.   What   type   of   fingerprint   is   Fingerprint   X?   Whose   is   it?   (3   points)   
66.   What   type   of   fingerprint   is   Fingerprint   Y?   Whose   is   it?   (3   points)     
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Part   4D   -   Shoe   prints   

After   analyzing   DNA,   blood,   and   fingerprints,   investigators   notice   one   more   thing:   Shoe   prints   
Investigators   only   found   1   shoe   print,   which   led   from   the   entrance   to   the   stolen   diamond.   Police   
managed   to   get   shoe   samples   from   each   of   the   suspects.   
  

Janice:   Josh:   Judy:   Jeremiah:   Shoe   print   at   crime:   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

67.   Whose   shoe   print   was   found   at   the   crime   scene?   (2   points)   
  

Part   4E   -   Unrelated   to   the   Crime   

68.   What   process   is   used   to   exponentially   multiply   DNA?   (1   point)   
69.   In   this   process   (from   Question   68),   what   are   each   of   the   3   steps,   and   what   are   the  
temperature   ranges,   in   Celsius,   of   each   step?   (3   points)   
70.   Briefly   name   and   describe   the   process   used   to   separate   strands   of   DNA   produced   by   the   
process   named   in   Question   68.   (4   points)   
71.   Distinguish   between   purines   and   pyrimidines,   classifying   each   nitrogenous   base   into   one   or   
the   other.   (4   points)   
72.   Which   suspect   is   a   universal   donor?   Which   is   a   universal   recipient?   (2   points)   
73.   True   or   false:   Blood   is   mostly   composed   of   red   blood   cells,   compared   to   white   blood   cells   or   
plasma.   (1   point)   
74.   True   or   false:   Fingerprints   are   formed   in   the   womb   after   about   15   weeks.   (1   point)   
75.   True   or   false:   The   average   adult   has   150   ridges   on   each   fingerprint.   (1   point)   
76.   Which   fingerprint   pattern   is   the   most   common?   Least   common?   (2   points)   
77.   A   fingerprint   made   in   class   by   dipping   fingers   into   ink/paint   and   pressing   the   finger   onto   a   
piece   of   paper   is   what   type   of   fingerprint?   (1   point)   

a) Patent   
b) Plastic   
c) Latent   
d) Etched   

78.   IAFIS   is   an   abbreviation   for   what?   (2   points)   
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Part   5   -   Analysis   of   the   Crime  
After   observing,   investigating,   and   drawing   conclusions,   one   final   question   remains.   
  

79.   Who,   if   anyone,   broke   into   Jeremy’s   Jewels   stealing   a   diamond   worth   $50,000?   (There    may   
or   may   not    be   multiple   culprits)   Support   your   answer   with   evidence.   This   evidence   could   
include   possible   motives   and   physical   evidence   found   at   the   crime   scene.   
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